Lura

Hoppin’ Frog BORIS

Thursday, May 16th
6-8PM at Kahn’s North Willow
2342 W. 86th St.
RSVP ONLINE!
And now, sample of beer we love that
we hope you’ll like…

Sometimes all you want is a refreshing,
crisp, light and citrusy beer to quench
your thirst after a long day of work. And
sometimes you want a thick, malty, bittersweet dessert.
I pretty much tend
towards, shall we say, the darker side of things? Yum yum, Russian Imperial Stouts
and Oatmeal Stouts.
What I love most about beer is the immense range of flavors you can get.
Most spirits or alcoholic beverages have a great deal of range, but all of that range
comes in subtle shades. With beer you'll find great extremes from one end of the
flavor spectrum to another, meaning there truly is a brew for everyone's palate. Beer
is a beverage made by the people (sometimes in their very homes), for all the people, and you'll never find a more
sharing spirit than when in the living room of a true beer geek. Say it with me, Viva la Beer!

Al

Sam Adams Noble Pils

I picked Sam Adams Noble Pils because it is arguably Sam Adams' best beer. For a Czech
style pilsner, Noble Pils offers a crisp and hoppy freshness that you just cannot find in
authentic Czech made pilsners. The use of the five different hop varietals makes this a light,
hoppy lager perfect for warm weather.

Stephen
Rochefort 10 I really really really like this beer. A lot.

Cr sten (Z nk)
Widmer Milk Stout
Widmer Bros.out of Portland Oregan
does great things, and they aren’t very well known in Indy. They
just brewed their milk stout this last winter, and I hope to see it
again this year…Very well balanced and not too heavy so you can
enjoy a few without filling your belly!!!

Ph l
EKU 28
Well balanced, but strong. Not sweet, but just as malty as you would
expect. Beautiful color. Lots of tiny bubbles. This is high quality, with
exceptional richness for those who like a high octane beer without a
ton of hops.

Cra g
Cutters Half Court

We've made it to
Spring. This is the Season for Basketball. For our Pacers to make their run. This one of the
Best IPA's made and the perfect beer to accompany a basketball event. Cutters Brewery
from Bloomington brew some of the best beer and their Half Court IPA is a fine example of
their Valiant Brewing skill.

John
Guinness Draught
What can I say, I have a thing for the classics. Guinness is perfect all
year long. It is tame, when compared to many of the craft stout
selections made nowadays. But nothing beats its inspiration and pure
quaffability (is that
even a word?).

Trent
Rivertown Roebling Porter This beautiful robust
imperial porter has set a new standard of porters for me. It’s
amazing coffee flavor with vanilla finish has impressed me and
I will be looking for more and more to enjoy 

Sh lpa Bell’s Oarsman Tart, refreshing, light and
delicious. A perfect warm weather beer whether you’re on,
near or even off a boat.

